Press Release

Arnold Schwarzenegger Museum in Thal near to
Graz
In the birthplace of Arnold Schwarzenegger in Thal near to Graz is
the only official Arnold Schwarzenegger Museum worldwide.
It attracts new and personal exhibits of the star and a brilliant
additional exhibition in the garden (Transformers Art).
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The Arnold Schwarzenegger Museum in Thal bei Graz
In Arnold Schwarzenegger's birthplace near Graz in Austria is the
only official museum in the world. It was here that Arnold
Schwarzenegger began to forge ahead with the grand plans for his
successful future. No other person has achieved what he has
achieved so far. In three different areas he has managed to reach
the top of the world: sports, film and politics.
Each room of the museum house is dedicated to a field of life by
Arnold Schwarzenegger. All exhibits are personal loans from him
or friends.
Room of childhood & youth
The room describes the time of his growing up. Its original tubular
steel bed is a remarkable exhibit. You can also admire his school
desk and his military spint.
The original kitchen and the outhouse
At the place where the kitchen in Arnold's parents' house was,
there is now also the kitchen. The toilet of the time (the
Plumpsklo) is an original relic of this time.
The bodybuilder room
His sports career as the greatest bodybuilder of all time is
dedicated to this space. It also displays original exercise
equipment. Many photos, posters and cups adorn the walls.
The Hollywood room
Original movie props of his many well-known films can be found
in this room. A special highlight is the original Harley Davidson
from the movie Terminator.
The governor's room
His political career as a double governor of California is dedicated
to this space. A replica of his desk from the time and a reallooking wax figure make this room an experience for the visitor.
Special power place
Arnold Schwarzenegger himself says that this place is a place of
power for him. This is confirmed by the approximately 15,000
visitors a year. Infused with the positive energy, the commitment
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and the boundlessness of Arnold you must leave this place highly
motivated.
Arnold's recipe for success
In his Six Rules to Success, he describes the laws that make it
possible to achieve anything for everyone, if you really want it:
1.) Trust yourself
2.) Brake the rules, but not the law
3.) Do not be afraid to fail
4.) Ignore the "naysayers"
5.) Work hard and sleep less
6.) Give something back
Impressive and persuasive, these messages are conveyed to Arnie
himself by Arnie himself.
Offers around the museum
The Arnold Schwarzenegger circular trail leads 7.3 km through the
quiet rural area of Thal, past some attractions such as the ruins,
the pilgrimage church and the Thalersee. Lake Thaler is only a 5minute walk from the museum. He invites you to linger.
information
Opening hours of the museum: 10:00 to 18:00.
Children under 12 years only when accompanied by an adult.
The entrance ticket also includes entrance to the museum. The
prices are:
Adults: 8.90 euros
Reduced: 6,90 Euro
Children up to 12 years: € 3.90
Approach
Easily accessible by car. The parking is quite small. It is requested
to park at the car park Thalersee.
By public transport from the center:
From Jakominiplatz, bus no. 40, to the final stop Gösting or from
the main station by tram no. 1,3 or 7 to the stop, Waagner Biro
Str./ PVA, then short walk to the stop Daungasse / Wasserturm,
by bus no. 85, to Final stop Gösting.
From Gösting take bus no. 48 to the stop Thalersee.
Short walk on the main road on Thalersee over the golf course.
Follow the signposts to the museum, Linakstraße 9.
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